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Writing mental ray® Shaders: A Perceptual Introduction (mental ray® Handbooks)Springer, 2008

	The word "render" isn't unique to the vocabulary of computer graphics. We can talk about a "watercolor rendering," a "musical rendering" or a "poetic rendering." In each of these, there is a transformation from one domain to another: from the landscape before the painter to color on paper, from...
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Think Like Zuck: The Five Business Secrets of Facebook's Improbably Brilliant CEO Mark ZuckerbergMcGraw-Hill, 2012

	Wall Street Journal Bestseller


	Make Your Mark in the World with the Five Success Principles of the World-Changing Social Media Site


	If Facebook were a country, it would be the third largest in the world.

	Facebook accounts for one of every seven minutes spent online.
...
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Practical Data AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2013

	Transform, model, and visualize your data through hands-on projects, developed in open source tools


	Overview

	
		Explore how to analyze your data in various innovative ways and turn them into insight
	
		Learn to use the D3.js visualization tool for exploratory data analysis
	...
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Testing Extreme ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2002
Testing Extreme Programming is a  practical tutorial that gives software builders a lucid understanding of this  important aspect of development. This book demonstrates how testing is central  to the XP project, clearly spelling out what testing should be done and when and  how it should be...
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CISSP(r): Certified Information Systems Security Professional Study Guide, 2nd EditionSybex, 2004
Here's the book you need to prepare for the challenging CISSP exam from    (ISC)2.  This revised    edition was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's security    certification candidates. In addition to the consistent and accessible    instructional approach that earned...
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Learning Maya 6 RenderingSybex, 2004
Learning Maya 6: Rendering is your resource for creating dazzling imagery in Maya. Get hands-on experience with the power of the Maya rendering engine and mental ray for Maya as you set lights and cameras to your scenes, apply materials and textures to your models, create shading networks, and much more! Whether you are striving for...
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OSWorkflow: A guide for Java developers and architects to integrating open-source Business Process ManagementPackt Publishing, 2007
This book covers all aspects of OSWorkflow for Java developers and system architects, from basics of Business Process Management and installing OSWorkflow to developing complex Java applications and integrating this open-source Java workflow engine with the third-party components Drools for business rules, Quartz for task scheduling, and Pentaho...
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MCTS: Windows Server Virtualization Configuration Study Guide: (Exam 70-652)Sybex, 2009

	The MCTS is Windows Server Virtualization Configuring exam, and is Microsoft?s newest addition to their exam repertoire and tests candidates? ability to use Hyper-V and server virtualization as part of their network infrastructure solution. The exam targets IT professionals who are looking to enhance their skills and distinguish themselves...
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The Automotive Chassis: Volume 2: System Design (Mechanical Engineering Series) (v. 2)Springer, 2009
This work serves as a reference concerning the automotive chassis, i.e. everything that is inside a vehicle except the engine and the body. It is the result of a decade of work mostly done by the FIAT group, who supplied material, together with other automotive companies, and sponsored the work. The first volume deals with the design of...
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AI Game Engine Programming (Game Development Series)Charles River, 2004

	AI Game Engine Programming provides game developers with the tools and wisdom necessary to create modern game AI engines. It takes programmers from theory to actual game development, with usable code frameworks designed to go beyond merely detailing how a technique might be used. In addition, it surveys the capabilities of the different...
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Expert Twisted: Event-Driven and Asynchronous Programming with PythonApress, 2018

	Explore Twisted, the Python-based event-driven networking engine, and review several of its most popular application projects. It is written by community leaders who have contributed to many of the projects covered, and share their hard-won insights and experience.

	

	
		Expert Twisted starts with an introduction...
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Jump-Starting America: How Breakthrough Science Can Revive Economic Growth and the American DreamPublicAffairs, 2019

	The untold story of how America once created the most successful economy the world has ever seen and how we can do it again.

	

	The American economy glitters on the outside, but the reality is quite different. Job opportunities and economic growth are increasingly concentrated in a few crowded coastal enclaves....
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